
 When we are aware  of and can see feelings (pleasant and unpleasant) as they 
arise, we experience them as they are, impersonal, impermanent, and without 
fulfillment.

  We can stabilize in experiencing feeling arising from the mind and body without 
following the resulting movement of the mind from the feeling impulses. We can develop 
the stability to let them be just the way they are.

EXERCISE: as you observe pleasant or unpleasant, notice the pull in the mind 
(which include the mind stories and identifications we’ve been looking at). Stop a 
moment. Take one deep breath. Notice the object, the feeling, and the pull. Simply 
let it be happening, do not follow the pull to ‘do’.  Surrender to your experience as 
what it is.  See what happens. Jot in notebook. At meal times, and again at the 
end of the day, reflect on your experience.

 Discomfort will arise, welcome it to take a seat. Allow room, tell it that it can be 
there as long as it needs to. The compulsion to reaction, do, or fix, is our way of making 
discomfort go away. Obviously, taking skillful care of discomfort (eating when we are 
hungry) has a huge survival value. However, when we habitually and unconsciously 
serve our aversion to discomfort, aversion ends up being in charge of our lives. 
Awareness gives us balance, the possibility of living from a different center of being.

 We normally don’t get here because we are trying to be in control. Seeing the 
pleasant and unpleasant, and the resulting pull in the mind, shows us the illusion of 
control. The illusion is that we can create a life with only pleasant arisings, or to 
maximize the pleasant and minimize the unpleasant. 

 It’s not the craving for the pleasant that is the point, it’s the belief that we have 
any control over whether things are pleasant or unpleasant. For example, people come 
to meditation to have good experiences, don’t want to continue when they no longer 
have pleasant experiences. Even when we see this preference, and the trap of it,  we 
still tend to think that we are supposed to get to a ‘good’ place in our sitting. Here our 
practice is actually serving preference and aversion.

  Automatically following the ‘off center’ pull is what creates habitual patterning. 
Seeing, allowing, and presence with this pull is what turns the automatic pilot off. 
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